
 

 



 

 

At Oldenburg Mining, safety is our top priority – and we know how important it is to your mine as well.  Any down-

time on underground machines can hold up production, but when it holds up safety necessities like securing the 

roof, people are put at risk.  That’s why we build our roof bolters to be the most rugged and dependable machines 

available; more uptime, more safety, more productivity with Oldenburg Mining. 

 

Oldenburg roof bolters allow you to order your machine just the way you want it.  In addition to multiple 

diesel engine options, we offer electric and dual-power configurations.  With frame size as narrow as 

6’6” and inside turn radius as low as 10’.5”, single- or double-boom configurations, and a host of other 

options, your roof bolter will be just that – yours.  Built specifically for your unique mine. 

 

At Oldenburg Mining, we make your machine.  We make your mine safer, more productive, and more 

profitable.  From designing your machine, to proper commissioning, to continued parts and service, 

Oldenburg Mining keeps your mine running. 

We’ve got your  Back. 



 

 

The Cannon CH series hydraulic drifters 

make a big difference for high speed drill-

ing in roof bolting applications. 

 

A simplified design uses over 50 percent 

fewer moving parts than conventional drift-

ers, which greatly reduces maintenance 

costs without compromising performance. 

 

In fact, the percussion group features a 

single moving part – the piston – and still 

produces superior penetration rates when 

compared to conventional drifters with 

complex valving and fragile accumulators. 

BOLTER  features 

♦ 4 wheel drive 

♦ Available Ansul fire suppression 

♦ Standard DPI or narrow DPIS chassis 

♦ ROPS/FOPS climate controlled cab 

♦ Choice of power source and engines 

♦ Accommodate bolt lengths up to 11ft 

♦ Drilling and bolt insertion can be controlled from man 
basket 

♦ Patented “Centra-Stinger” placement 

 the  drifter 

 difference 



 

 


